Electroacoustic Chakras
Version for Voice, Bansuri, Sarangi andTabla

Final Meta Form

Prologue: White Light – Awakening – Introduction: Bansuri and voice (4’38”)

Chakra One: Balance and Earth: Bansuri and sarangi (5’56”)

Chakra Two: Change and Water: Sarangi and voice (7’22”)

Chakra Three: Fire and Energy – The Power of the Sun: Bansuri, sarangi and voice (7’38”)

The Void: Ocean of Illusions – The Principle of Mastery: Sarangi and bansuri (4’48”)

Chakra Four: Love and Air – Passion and Breath: Bansuri, sarangi and voice (5’40”)

Chakra Five – Communication and Inner Sound: Tabla and voice (4’36”)

White Light – Consideration: Bansuri and sarangi (2’14”)

Chakras Six and Seven – Inner Light, Sight and Enlightenment: Voice (7’30”)

White Light – Chi: Bansuri and plucked sarangi (1’24”)

Epilogue – White Light – Conclusion: Bansuri and voice (4’30”)

Introduction: Emotion, Instinct and Humanity: Bansuri, sarangi, tabla and voice (3’22”)

**Total Duration: 58’32”**